
For a healthy skin naturally



100% natural ingredients
Made in Quebec, Canada
Vegan, Hypoallergenic
Paraben free
Petrolatum free
Silicone free
Sulfate free
No SLS, no SMS
PEG free
EDTA free
Phthalate free
No dyes
Not tested on animals 

Who are we
Our mission 
To help improve the health of the skin of those with sensitive and
dry skin from an early age without compromising the quality of the
ingredients. Our products are designed and manufactured with
100% natural ingredients. 

MENEA is a registered Canadian brand based on the values of
health, family and integrity.

Our values

MENEA products are suitable for everyone, including babies



My name is Soifiya Hassani,
mother of two little treasures.
When I was confronted with the
difficult task of dealing with my
son's skin problems at the age of
two months, I had a sudden
realization about the presence of
toxic substances in baby products.
MENEA was born out of a strong
desire to offer the best to help
improve the skin health of all
family members.

 

MENEA is the result of combining my knowledge of chemistry with
the best that nature has to offer. I also bring a touch of color from the
Comoros Islands where I come from.
My great reward is to receive messages from my satisfied customers,
to see that their skin is clearly improved.

Soifiya Hassani
Founder and CEO of MENEA

I have more than eight years of experience in a research laboratory in
the field of chemistry, and I hold a master's degree in industrial
engineering and a bachelor's degree in physical sciences and
chemistry that I obtained at the University of Aix-Marseille in France.
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Prior to launching
MENEA products,
Soifiya invested 11
months in the
rigorous application of
research, testing and
product development
to best meet the
targeted needs. Tests
and follow-ups were
conducted with 60
persons.

The ingredients were chosen
for the benefit of the skin and
the respect of the
environment. The synergy
between orange and rose floral
waters, apricot kernel oil,
Ylang Ylang flowers and shea
butter allows a real and deep
hydration, repair, protection
and skin soothing.



Testimonials
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"Quality products that inspire confidence. In our house, the whole
family uses Menea products. I love the ultra-moisturizing cream and
the gentle cleanser ❤ " - Amélie P.

"I use Menea creams and care products for my daughters and me
because we have sensitive skin with a tendency to dryness. We love
them for their naturalness, their hydration and moreover it smells
good! - Dieynaba D.

"Great products and gentle on the skin. Choosing Menea products is
to make peace with yourself by taking products that meet our needs.
And the owner is so attentive to her customers. A great discovery for
my daughter and me. Thank you Menea." - Mari M.
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